
HOUI'SE......No. 54.

House op Representatives, February 18, 1858.

The Committee on Banks and Banking, to whom was referred
the Order of the two Houses of the 23d of January, “to
consider the expediency of modifying the usury laws,” and
also that of the 29th of the same month, “ to consider the
expediency of exempting from the operations of the usury
laws all notes and bills of exchange not having more than
four months to run,” have considered the several subjects,
and submit the following

The law establishing the rate of interest at six per cent, per
annum, irrespective of the character of paper given, or the
length of time it had to run, was enacted at an early period of
our history, when the people of the Commonwealth were
engaged to a great extent in agriculture; when commerce, as
compared with the present, was very limited, and manufactures
unknown. The business of the country was almost wholly dis-
connected with banking operations, and was transacted in the
most simple and primitive form.

Under such circumstances, there was certainly no valid reason
why the law should recognize any difference between one class
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of obligations and another, so far the rate of interest was con-
cerned.

But those times have passed by, and the condition and occu-
pation of the citizens have greatly changed. We are now a
great commercial people, have the largest manufacturing
interest of any State of equal population, in the Union, and
one hundred and seventy-three banking institutions, scattered
all over the Commonwealth, with whose operations our indus-
trial pursuits are intimately blended. Most persons engaged in
either of the great branches of business depend to a great
extent upon these banks, for the discount of their notes and
bills of exchange, and the facility with which they arc able to
do this, is to them a matter of the deepest interest.

Every thing, therefore, which interposes obstacles or creates
embarrassments in any degree to their intercourse with the
banks, becomes a matter of serious inconvenience.

Such, moreover, has been the progress of wealth in this
State, that in addition to the sixty millions of bank capital,
there is an immense amount of funds in private hands which
in various ways is loaned to those who carry on the business
affairs of the Commonwealth.

That all those parties, individual or corporate, having capi-
tal to lend, or wishing to borrow, should have the utmost free-
dom ; that each should be at liberty to ask or to give whatever
the actual rate of interest or value of money may be, as deter-
mined by the existing supply and demand, is a matter highly
essential to the success and development of our general
industry.

The law now fixes the rate of interest at six per cent., on all
paper alike, yet at times it is worth only four or five ; at others,
and oftener, eight or twelve. This deranges the laws of trade,
and throws obstacles in the way of legitimate transactions.

The law does not, as indeed it cannot, actually compel banks
or individuals to loan money at six when it is worth twelve per
cent. All it can, or does really affect, is to embarrass all
parties concerned, and aggravate the evils which the frequent
and often great fluctuations of the market rate of interest
occasion. When the demand for money is large in proportion
to the supply, the banks can and do obtain a rate of interest
which the law forbids. They take paper on which they can
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charge a real or fictitious exchange, or they can require their
customers to keep very large deposits, and, in one way or the
other, or both, secure an enhanced rate of interest or profit.
This fact is patent to all men familiar with bank affairs.

In case the customer cannot offer real bills of exchange or
notes entitled to exchange rates, surreptitious ones are manu-
factured for the purpose; that is, notes and bills are made
payable in New York, or some distant place, where the bank
and all parties concerned, understand that they are to be
retained in the bank where they are discounted.

This is one of the many contrivances by which the law is
constantly evaded, when money is worth more than six per
cent. It is worse than a nullity ; it causes great inconvenience
to both banks and borrowers, gives rise to demoralizing shifts
and evasions, and creates a class of men whose vocation is to
stand between those who have capital, and those who want it,
and whose services would be wholly unnecessary, but for the
difficulties interposed by law, the lender charging an enhanced
rate ofinterest from the very fact that the transaction is illegal,
and the borrower paying that extra cost, and the charges of the
broker besides.

This being the clear and incontrovertible state of the case,
the question arises whether it is wise to continue on the statute
book a provision which not only fails to accomplish the object
designed, but greatly injuring the very class it was intended to
benefit.

Another circumstance that may properly be noticed as hav-
ing a most important bearing on this subject is, that since the
uniform rate of interest was established, the currency of the
State has greatly changed its character. It is now a mixed
currency, and a currency which has but a small average pro-
portion of specie in its composition. That of Massachusetts has
a less proportion of specie than the general average of the
different States of the Union ; and the general currency of the
Union is more wanting in its specie basis, than that of any other
country in the world.

This circumstance gives to our currency an extraordinary
degree of elasticity. It expands and contracts to an enormous
extent, and often with great and sudden violence. By looking
at the bank returns of this Commonwealth for the last thirty
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years, it will be seen that these fluctuations have been of con-
stant occurrence, that the currency has never been for any
considerable length of time stationary.

During the last year we have witnessed a contraction more
severe and disastrous in its consequences than any that have
preceded it.

The circulation of the banks of this State was in the month
of June last twenty-four millions ; in the month of October only
seventeen millions; a contraction of seven millions, most of
Avhioh was made in seven or eight weeks.

Now the market rate of interest will of necessity be as fluctu-
ating as the currency itself. While the banks are in the process
of expansion, they loan money without reserve on all good
paper.

The quantity of money will be thus rapidly increased, the
rate of interest will be comparatively low, prices will rise, spec-
ulation will be engendered, and credits vastly extended, until at
length, the banks having arrived at that point when, in the
nature of the case, they can expand no farther, the demand for
money will outrun the supply, the pressure will become severe,
and the banks be able to demand extra interest, in the shape
of exchange or increased deposits. And here the Committee
would remark that the evils of our deposit system are very
great, and they are much aggravated by our limitation of the
rate of interest on business paper. On the second of May last,
the whole amount of deposits in all the banks of this Common-
wealth were nearly twenty-five millions of dollars. Of this
immense amount undoubtedly more than half were compulsory
deposits, that is, deposits made by the customers of the banks
as an inducement to liberal discounts. By this means the busi-
ness men are saddled with the immense burden of keeping some
twelve or fifteen millions of dollars constantly in the banks
without interest, while the banks, having reloaned the same,
have increased their immediate liabilities to a frightful extent,
and greatly enhanced the dangers of a suspension.

Why, then, not allow the banks to fix an uniform rate of
interest for the time at which all their customers shall be served?
Why offer so great a temptation to bank directors to discount
to themselves, or their particular friends, who go out into the
street, and reloan the same funds at double the legal rate
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charged by the bank ? Such transactions are well known to be
frequent under the present laws. Do they promote the pecu-
niary interest or moral welfare of the people ?

But there is another view of the subject of some importance.
Other things being equal, it is now a matter of interest to our

manufacturers to sell their goods to merchants in distant cities,
rather than in Boston.

The reason for this we have already mentioned, viz., thepaper
of other cities will discount the most readily, on account of the
profitable exchange that may be legally charged upon it.

To those dependent on bank discounts, this is a matter of no
small importance. It becomes a great object with them to
obtain for their goods, such paper as is most certain to be
acceptable to the banks ; and they therefore sell to merchants of
New York or Philadelphia, rather than Boston. This operates
very much against the interests of our chief city, and the gen-
eral welfare of the State.

Boston is the natural centre of all the manufactures of New
England ; the place where they should first find their market,
and from thence be distributed to the different points where
they are wanted. It is by no means necessary that our manu-
factures should be sent abroad for sale, or sold to other cities in
preference to Boston. Exempt all four months’ paper from the
operation of the usury laws, place all business paper on a level,
and one of the inducements to do this will cease to exist. But
for our unwise restriction upon the interest of money, the man-
ufacturers of all New England would prefer to sell their goods
in Boston, for all experience has shown that it is far safer to
do so.

This lias been strikingly verified within the last few months.
While the merchants of our own metropolis have stood com-
paratively firm, those in other large cities have, to a wide
extent, been prostrated; and those of our manufacturers who
have sold extensively to the latter, have severely suffered.

The Committee will only add in conclusion, that the meas-
ure they propose is not an untried experiment. Its operation
has been tested by the most commercial people on the globe.
In 1832 the parliament of Great Britain exempted from the
operation of her usury laws “ all notes and bills of exchange
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not having over three months to run.” And the act has been
since extended to twelve months’ paper.

This legislation has met with unusual approbation. It has
placed England in a new and stronger position than she ever
before held. The rates of interest at the bank, which varies
with the variations of supply and demand, becomes an index, by
which the whole business operations of the empire are regu-
lated. It operates like a barometer in the financial world; and
its indications are regarded with the utmost attention, by those
engaged in navigating the dangerous ocean of trade.

So it would be with ourselves. A rise in the rate of interest
openly announced and generally understood, would put all pru-
dent men at once upon their guard, and the influence of
such a law here, as in England, would be in the highest degree
salutary.

In view of the foregoing facts and considerations the Com-
mittee, while they would propose no change in the usury laws
affecting the great mass of permanent obligations, respectfully
report the accompanying Bill.

For the Committee,

AMASA WALKER.
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AN ACT
To Exempt certain Notes and Bills of Exchange from

the operation of the laws respecting Usury.

Be it enacted, hy the Senate and House of Representa-
tives, in General Court assembled, and hy the authority of
the same, as follows :—

1 Sect. 1. No promissory note or bill of exchange,
2 made payable at, or within four months from the date
3 thereof, or not having more than four months to run,
4 shall hy reason of any interest taken thereon, or
5 secured thereby, or any agreement to pay, or receive,
6 or allow interest in discounting, negotiating, or trans-
-7 ferring the same, be void; nor shall the liability of
8 any party to any bill of exchange or promissory note,
9 be affected by reason of any statute or law in force in

10 this Commonwealth, respecting usury; nor shall any
11 person or persons drawing, accepting, indorsing or
12 signing any such bill or note, or lending, or advane-
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13 mg any money, or taking any more than the present
14 legal rate of interest for the loan of money on such
15 bill or note, be subject to any penalties under any
16 statute or law relating to usury, or any other penalty
17 or forfeiture.; any thing in any law or statute of this
18 Commonwealth to the contrary notwithstanding;
19 provided, however, that this act shall not apply to any
20 notes or bills of exchange secured by mortgage, lien,
21 or pledge of, in, or upon real or personal estate, or to
22 any notes or bills of exchange given or received in
23 whole or part payment of any indebtedness, so
24 secured in whole or in part.

1 Sect. 2. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent
2 with this act, are hereby repealed.


